Hi! My name is Chie Omiya, I joined TFT this April. Now I’m mainly in charge of ‘Itadakimasu!’ campaign and web marketing, promoting TFT via SNS and Website! I’ve worked as marketer at Japanese motor company for 7 years and I enjoy using my skills for jobs in TFT. I am very looking forward to making TFT movement with you all!

**North America**

“When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”

5) TFT participated in Earth Day New York as part of TFT/Calbee campaign.
6) TFT and Japan Society co-hosted Prof. Jeff Sachs lecture event, “The Path to Sustainable Development: Opportunities for Global Businesses” in NY.
7) TFT provided nutrition education classes at Harlem Prep Charter School with support from Alcoa Foundation.

**Africa**

8) TFT offers breakfast and lunch for the elementary school students in Fredric Kageno School, Kenya. They enjoy nourishing food such as ‘Ugari’, small fish caught in Lake Victoria, boiled beans and fried vegetables.

**Japan**

3) Seiyu/Walmart Japan, one of the major supermarket chains in Japan, has joined the Calorie Offset program since April. They have launched new healthy product lineup for TFT.
4) TOYOTA has introduced TFT in all the staff canteens in Japan. The president of TOYOTA has commented “We will continue TFT program as one of the important social contribution activities.”

And more…
- TFT DC participated in Japanese New Year Celebration event. Everybody enjoyed the special Japanese food provided by TFT partner restaurants.
- TFT partners, Calbee, Marukome, BentOn and My Kitchen in Brooklyn provided healthy TFT meals.
- TFT had a table at Cherry Blossom Festival in DC and promoted healthy Japanese meals “Washoku”.

**Number of school meals served to date (as of Jun 31st, 2015):**

35,489,252 Meals
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Eat local, Eat healthy
One of the vegetables served is called ‘Sikuma wiki’. It tastes like kale and is highly nutritious. They can harvest it all year round. It plays important roles in supporting locals stay healthy.